Rationalising the yields of chemical reactions in terms of simple and accessible concepts is one of the aims of theoretical chemistry. The formulation of such models is, however, challenging due to the complexity and high-dimensionality of the dynamics underlying chemical reactions. The present work is concerned with the yield of chemiluminescence, i.e. the emission of light as a result of a chemical reaction. 1 Today's basic understanding of chemiluminescence is that a thermally activated molecule reacts, and by doing so, undergoes a non-adiabatic transition 2 to an electronic excited state of the product, which then releases the excess of energy in the form of light. This fascinating phenomenon occurs in nature,
in living organisms such as fireflies, 3 fungi 4 and fish; 5 it is then called bioluminescence.
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The emission of light has several uses: communication to attract partners, hunting by luring preys, defense to avoid predators, etc. 5 Chemiluminescence is also a powerful tool in medicine, for instance for real-time in vivo imaging, 7 and in other fields for biosensing for environmental pollutants, food industry, etc. were studied experimentally to try to rationalise chemiluminescence yields. 12 Singlet and triplet excitation yields were determined by both chemiluminescence methods and chemical titration methods. The experiments showed that the yield of the triplet excited states is much higher than that of the singlet excited states. An important result is that the excitation yield increases significantly with the degree of methylation: substituting all four hydrogen atoms by methyl groups enhances the chemiluminescence yield from approximately 0.3% to 35%. 12 More than 30 years after the measurements, the reason for the impressive increase in chemiluminescence yield with the degree of methylation remains an outstanding question. The aim of the present work is to address it and explain it with concepts available to any chemist. This is an important question not only for understanding the chemiluminescence in the dioxetane molecules but also for understanding how Nature has designed such efficient bioluminescent systems as found in living organisms, and how mankind can design potentially more efficient chemical systems useful in medical applications for instance. shows the time evolution of the fraction of ground state trajectories that have dissociated.
Dissociation was considered to occur when the central C-C bond length exceeded 2.4 Å (two times the van der Waals radius of a carbon atom). 11 For all compounds, dissociation starts to occur from approximately t = 30 fs. However, the subsequent dissociation dynamics time scale differs for the different compounds. In table 1, the dissociation half-times, i.e.
times required for half of the trajectories to have dissociated, are given. The general trend is that the dissociation half-time increases with the degree of methylation of 1,2-dioxetane; t BO 1/2 = 58.6 fs for the un-methylated 1,2-dioxetane (compound a), while t BO 1/2 = 116.9 fs for the tetramethylated 1,2-dioxetane (compound e). Why does dissociation take about twice longer for the tetramethylated 1,2-dioxetane than Substituting an hydrogen atom by a methyl group can have several effects on the reaction dynamics. Is the longer trapping of the molecule due to the increase in the number of degrees of freedom, as suggested in a previous theoretical study? 9 Or is it due to heavier masses slowing down the motion? Or to steric effects? To investigate further the effect of methylation and to understand in particular the role of the mass, ground state dynamics is simulated for the un-methylated 1,2-dioxetane, but where the mass of the four hydrogen atoms was increased to 34.5 amu such as to reproduce the moment of inertia of the methyl groups CH 3 . This way, the effect of the mass on the reaction dynamics is isolated from the other effects, such as steric effects. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the fraction of ground state trajectories that have dissociated, for compounds a, "heavy" a (where the mass of the four hydrogen atoms was increased such as to reproduce the moment of inertia of the methyl groups CH 3 ) and e. The dissociation half-time for the "heavy" 1,2-dioxetane is t BO 1/2 = 102.8 fs, almost as long as for the compound e. Dissociation occurs more slowly in compound e especially at longer times (after t = 150 fs). The simulations suggests that approximately 75% of the increase in the dissociation half-time of compound e, compared to compound a, is actually due to a pure mass effect. (This is in contrast to the hypothesis put forward in a previous theoretical study. 9 (table 1) . Over the five ensembles of 110 surface hopping trajectories, only one is observed to be dissociated on the singlet first excited states S 1 . This is expected because of the extremely low singlet states excitation yield (0.25% even for the decomposition of compound e). 12 The present results are thus consistent with the experimental observations. It is noted that, based on ensembles of 110 trajectories, the dissociation half-time of compound b is calculated to be 1 fs shorter than that of compound a.
Yet, importantly, the general trend which consists of an extension of the dark decomposition time scale with the degree of methylation, is preserved.
In summary, heavier substituents on the carbon atoms slow down the torsional motion around the O-C-C-O dihedral angle, which traps the molecule for longer time and postpones ground state dissociation. But how does this lead to higher excitation and chemiluminescence yields? A simple kinetic model is proposed to explain how the entropic trap determines the chemiluminescence yield. In the following, S represents the manifold of the four lowestenergy singlets and T the manifold of the four lowest-energy triplets. The excitation yield to singlet states being two to three orders of magnitude lower than the excitation yield to triplet states, 12 chemiluminescence is considered to be occurring through generation of T only and the generation of singlet excited states is neglected. After breaking the O-O bond, the molecular system (initially in the singlet ground state S 0 ) enters the entropic trap region where S and T are degenerate. In this region, transfer of population between S and T occurs and eventually, at equilibrium (i.e. if the system stayed an infinitely long time in the entropic trap), the molecular system would distribute equally among the degenerate S and three components of T . However, before reaching equilibrium, dark decomposition occurs on the ground state and interrupts the net transfer of population from S to T in the entropic trap region. The formation of products in triplet excited states and chemiluminescence yield are considered to be directly related to the population in T in the biradical region, x, when ground state dissociation occurs. Assuming a first order kinetic model, with both forward and backward transfers of population possible and occurring with the same rate constant k, the population in T (taking into account the three triplet components) after a time t trap spent in the entropic trap region reads:
Or, equivalently, the time needed to be spent in the entropic trap in order to populate T with x is:
The total dissociation time is the sum of t trap and t 0 , the time necessary for the dissociation reaction to occur without spending any time in the entropic trap. The proposed explanation for the chemiluminescence yield is thus simply the following: the longer the system stays in the entropic trap, the more population is transferred from S to T and the higher the chemiluminescence yield is. In this simple model, the rate of population transfer k is assumed to be the same for all compounds, i.e. unaffected by the methylation. To test the model, both the calculated ground state and non-adiabatic surface hopping dissociation half-times are fitted to the experimental chemiluminescence yields using equation (2) . The results are shown in Figure 5 . The simple kinetic model agrees quite nicely with the calculated and experimental data, supporting the interpretation of the results. Given the simplicity of the model, a better agreement is not expected.
To conclude: Ground state and non-adiabatic surface hopping dynamics simulations have shown that dark decomposition takes more time upon methylation of 1,2-dioxetane. It was suggested before that this is due to the increase in the number of degrees of freedom.
However, the simulations of the present work show that actually approximately 75% of the increase is due to a simple mass effect. Heavier substituents on the carbon atoms slow down the nuclear motion, in particular the rotation around the O-C-C-O dihedral angle.
A dihedral angle of at least 55
• being necessary for escaping the entropic trap region, a Figure 5 : Simple kinetic model fitting the experimental 12 triplet excitation yield φ and the calculated dissociation half-time t 1/2 using adiabatic ground state dynamics simulations (bar) or non-adiabatic surface hopping dynamics simulations (cross), for the compounds a (red), b (yellow), c (green), d (blue) and e (purple). The horizontal lines represent the experimental error bars. 12 The dashed curves correspond to the analytical expression t 1/2 = t 0 −
where the parameters t 0 and k were fitted to the data, taking into account the experimental error bars: t 0 = 58 fs and k = 0.0027 fs −1 for ground state, and t 0 = 74 fs and k = 0.0033 fs −1 for surface hopping calculations.
longer time required to reach large dihedral angles means a slower dissociation. Simulations with "frozen" methyl groups would allow us to identify whether the rest of the increase in dissociation time scale is due to steric effects or more degrees of freedom. It is noted that only one trajectory over the five ensembles of 110 surface hopping trajectories was observed to dissociate on the singlet excited state. This is expected from the extremely low measured singlet excitation and fluorescence yields in 1,2-dioxetanes decomposition.
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Slower dissociation means longer time spent in the entropic trap region, where the manifold of singlet states lies close in energy to the manifold of triplet states. This is where transfer of population between the singlet ground state and the triplet manifold occurs. Before reaching equilibrium among the degenerate electronic states, dark decomposition occurs on the ground state and interrupts the net transfer of population to the triplet states. The longer the system stays in the entropic trap, the more population is transferred from the singlet ground state to the triplet states and the higher the chemiluminescence yield is. A simple kinetic model has been proposed and tested by fitting the calculated dissociation half-times to the experimental chemiluminescence yields. It explains with accessible concepts the increase of the chemiluminescence yield upon methyl substitution. It is noted that our results are consistent with a previous experimental work where the chemiexcitation yield upon induced decomposition of substituted dioxetanes was observed to increase with the viscosity of the solvent. 22 There, the rotation around the O-C-C-O dihedral angle was suggested to compete with the electron back transfer necessary for such chemiexcitation.
The findings of the present work finally bring insights into chemiluminescence yields, and the substantial increase upon methylation. In particular, it demonstrates how substituents, through their mass simply, affect the dynamics of a reaction and as a consequence its yield.
Future dynamics simulations including the population of the triplet states via spin-orbit coupling would allow for a more direct comparison between the simulated final populations in the triplet excited states and the experimental (not very low) triplet excitation yields.
